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Overview
• Documentation Development Considerations
– Factors*
– Rating Scheme
• Example Rules for Deciding Recommended Author
• Example Recommendations for EAL 4+
• Summary

*The analysis specifically did not look at how the cost of resources (internal or
external) to the developer or production schedule requirements may affect the
“Who To” decision.
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Documentation Development
Considerations
Factors
We identified a set of five factors that we felt would have a
significant impact on deciding who should be selected to
produce the evaluation evidence documentation.

Rating Scheme
A simple rating scheme of Low, Medium, High was used for
each factor to assess its applicability to each documentation
family in the security assurance requirements up to EAL 4+
(FLR).

Following slides discuss each factor and its rating scheme
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Documentation Development
Considerations, Cont’d
EM - Existing Material
If material already exists, particularly if it is reasonably well
developed, it may be advantageous for the individual(s) who
developed it to complete the documentation.

Rating Scheme
L (Low) = unlikely to exist
M (Medium) = may exist
H (High) = probably exists
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Documentation Development
Considerations, Cont’d
IP - Retained Intellectual Property
One of the benefits of developing documentation, particularly
design documentation, is that it leads to a better understanding
of the product. If this understanding is obtained by an outside
consultant, the developer may not gain as much benefit from
the documentation development exercise.

Rating Scheme
L (Low) = developer team unlikely to receive much value from
generating the documentation
M (Medium) = developer team may get good information
H (High) = developer team would get valuable information from
generating the documentation
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Documentation Development
Considerations, Cont’d
CC - Specific Common Criteria Knowledge Needed
Some of the documents require a detailed familiarity with the
Common Criteria terminology and expectations for document
content and format. If these are outsourced, the development
team is not required to obtain the depth of CC knowledge and
experience to produce them.

Rating Scheme
L (Low) = document could be constructed with minimal instruction
on CC (e.g., template & brief instructions)
M (Medium) = some instruction or familiarity with the CC needed
H (High) = significant training and experience with the CC would
be needed
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Documentation Development
Considerations, Cont’d
DI – Detailed Developer Input
Some of the documents (e.g., TOE design specification) may
require detailed knowledge of the product. These might best be
done by the developers themselves or by employees who are
able to interact closely with them at their convenience.

Rating Scheme
L (Low) = document could be constructed with minimal interaction
with developers (e.g., few hours discussion)
M (Medium) = moderate amount of interaction with developers
needed (e.g., few discussions of a few hours each)
H (High) = significant interaction with developers would be needed
(e.g., several to many discussions lasting several hours each)
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Documentation Development
Considerations, Cont’d
RA – Internal Resource Availability
Developer may have limited internal resources that can be
applied to documentation development. For example,
resources may be focused on product development activities to
“get the next release out.” Developer may also prefer to have
external help to produce evaluation documentation, regardless
of the availability of internal resources.

Rating Scheme
Since the availability of internal resources and the desire for
external help varies greatly among developers, and may well
outweigh all other considerations, this factor is left for the
developer to determine and apply for their specific case. For
this analysis appropriate availability to support the "Who To"
decisions was assumed.
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"Who To" Rules
Recommended Producer (RP)
–

“D” means Developer, “C” means Consultant/Lab, and “J” means
Joint effort of Developer and Consultant/Lab.

Rules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If EM = H, then RP = D
If IP = H, then RP = D
If CC = H, then RP = C
If DI = {M | H} & CC = L, then RP = D
If DI = M & CC = M, then RP = J
Two are forced to be Joint with the Lab, namely:
•
•

ADV_IMP.1 code sample selected jointly and provided by Developer
ATE_IND.2 supported by Developer and conducted by Lab

7. Else RP = D
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ASE "Who To"
Security Target

Identifier

Family Name

ASE

Security Target*

EM

IP

L

M

CC DI
H

M

RP

#

C

3

* With sufficient experience the Developer may be able to take over producing Security Targets
for follow-on evaluations.
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ADV "Who To"
Development
Identifier

Family Name

EM

IP

ADV_ARC Security Architecture

L

M

M

ADV_FSP

L

M

ADV_TDS TOE design*

L

ADV_IMP

-

Functional Specification

Implementation representation

CC DI

RP

#

M

J

5

M

M

J

5

M

M

M

J

5

-

-

-

J
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* As EAL increases more Developer involvement will be required
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AGD "Who To"
Guidance

Identifier

Family Name

EM

IP

AGD_OPE
AGD_PRE

CC DI

Operational user guidance*

H

L

L

Preparative procedures*

H

L

L

RP

#

H

D

1,4

M

D

1,4

* These are customer facing documents delivered with the product.
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ALC "Who To"
Life-cycle support
Identifier

Family Name

EM

IP

ALC_CMC

CC DI

RP

#

CM capabilities

M

H

L

M

D

4

ALC_CMS

CM scope

M

H

L

M

D

4

ALC_DEL

Delivery

L

L

L

M

D

4

ALC_DVS

Development security

L

H

L

L

D

2

ALC_FLR

Flaw remediation

M

H

L

L

D

2

ALC_LCD

Life-cycle definition

M

H

L

L

D

2

ALC_TAT

Tools & techniques

M

H

L

M

D

2,4
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ATE "Who To"
Tests
Identifier

Family Name

EM

IP

ATE_COV

CC DI

RP

#

Coverage

L

L

L

M

D

4

ATE_DPT

Depth

L

L

L

M

D

4

ATE_FUN

Functional testing

H

H

L

M

D

1,2,4

ATE_IND

Independent testing

-

-

-

-

J

6
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AVA "Who To"
Vulnerability assessment
• Note that AVA_VAN Vulnerability Analysis, the
only family in the Vulnerability assessment class,
is performed by the Lab by itself.
• If the developer has vulnerability analysis
information it would be helpful to provide it to the
evaluation lab.
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Additional Thoughts
• A Gap Analysis to determine what, if any, material
already exists must be the first step in the process
– For this presentation we have used assumed ratings for
Existing Material based on previous experience

• Less than appropriate internal resource availability to
support documentation production may cause
Developer items to move into the Joint or Consultant/
Lab category
– There will always be a requirement for some developer
input and interaction with the documentation team – the
Recommended Producer may be more appropriately
called the Recommended Lead
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Additional Thoughts Cont’d
• Schedule and Cost considerations will also have an
impact on any decision
• The BSI Certification Body for the German CC Scheme
has produced a very good introduction to and
discussion of what is required for evaluation evidence
documentation in Guidelines for Developer
Documentation according to Common Criteria Version
3.1, BSI, 2007*. Recommended reading regardless of
who will be producing the evaluation evidence
documentation.
*This document can be downloaded from:
http://www.bsi.bund.de/zertifiz/zert/CommonCriteriaDevelopersGuide.pdf
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Summary
• Identified a set of documentation development
factors
–
–
–
–
–

Existing material
Retained intellectual property
Specific CC knowledge needed
Detailed developer input
Internal resource availability

• Rated on a High, Medium, Low scale of
“applicability”
– For this analysis assumed appropriate internal resource
availability as needed
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Summary Cont’d
• Rules defined to determine "Who To" produce
recommendations for required evidence documentation
• Using rules, “recommended producer” for each
assurance class/family up to EAL 4+ identified
• Some assurance families are automatically joint efforts
between developer and lab
• A documentation gap analysis is a necessary first step
• Lower internal resource availability may cause
Developer items to move into the Joint or
Consultant/Lab category
• Each developer and evaluation will be different
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Questions

?
For further information:
econnor@ewa-canada.com
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